Entry Rules Bremer AchterCup 2010

I. Invitation Regatta
- Distance: 350m (Sunday, Knock-Out-Mode)
- Lanes: 2
- Time gaps: 3-4 min
- Race No / Classes:
  - 1 - SM 8+
  - 2 - SF 8+
  - 3 - JM 8+
  - 4 - MM 8+ C,D,E,F,G
  - 5 - MW 8+
  - 6 - SM/SF MIX 8+

- Mode Time trial & Knock-Out for the sprints:
  All eights will race a 350m time trial first. The fastest eight on the 350m time trial races the slowest eight in the first round of the sprint, the second fastest the second slowest a.s.f. There will be First/Second rounds, quarterfinals, semifinals and finals a and b, depending on the number of entries per boat class.

II. Closing of entries: Wednesday, September 8th 2010, 6pm
Entries should be posted to mail@bremer-achtercup2010.de
It should include Name of club, name of captain including email address and daytime phone no., full names and birth dates of rowers and coxwains.

III. Entry fees:
10 € per participant (Rowers + Coxwains).
Included are:
One ticket for the Party „Bremer Sportparty“. Each member of the crew will receive a foods/beverage voucher for the Schlachte area.

Due to the limited number of entries we can accept, the entry becomes valid only by transferring the total amount of 90,- € to the account of:

Joachim Menzel, Konto-Nr.: 33 22 443 Sparkasse Essen BLZ: 360 501 05
Reason of payment: Teamname / Bremer Achter-und Drachenbootcup 2010

Your valid entry will be confirmed by email. We will be of assistance with regard to boats, catering and accommodation within our possibilities.

Please direct all inquiries to Lars Wichert: wichert@bremer-achtercup2010.de

Director of the Bremer AchterCup: Sebastian Franke